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Friends of Buckley Falls ‐ a committee of Geelong Environment Council Inc

Friends of Buckley Falls is pleased to make a submission to the Parliamentary Inquiry into
Environmental Infrastructure for Growing Populations.
Benefits of creating and using environmental assets and of creating new environmental parks and
gardens within urban and township areas.
The example of the Barwon River Parklands is a good example of the possibilities and results which
can be achieved by a community group working to create environmental parklands and working with
council in the management and protection of a biodiverse and valuable parkland
IN 1985 GEC became aware that the remnant native vegetation on the banks of the Barwon river in
urban Geelong was fast being lost and overcome with weed species.
The help of a botanist was important to ascertain what existed and what species has been lost.
In 1986 the first planting took place in a disused quarry and on an area of adjacent grassy banks.
This group (now Friends of Buckley Falls, within the Geelong Environment Council) has achieved an
area of 33 hectares of parklands on both side of the Barwon River and the Moorabool River. This
has taken place as a result of the FOBF vigorously campaigning through several planning panels for
adequate public land to be acquired in setbacks from the river banks. It also includes a land swap
campaigned through the then Environment Minister in the Victorian Government. This added 5
acres of floodplain in an ‘island’ between the Moorabool and Barwon rivers. The parks are now
managed in cooperation with the COGG and FOBF with regular community contribution in working
days and management decisions.
I use this as an excellent example of a community’s actions which can establish open space,
biodiversity and natural areas and parklands. In fact, greater benefits can be achieved if an active
community association has the vision and energy to work with local or state governments to
achieve a visionary future asset.
In an ideal world all levels of government should ensure the protection of areas of a biodiverse
natural environment and open space for all ages, but the reality of pressures from developers will
not achieve a satisfactory result without greater community involvement, with both council and
government legislated requirements.
Impact of Population Growth.
The increase in populations in the major cities places unacceptable pressures on the small areas of
indigenous vegetation and habitat. The loss of species due to loss of vegetation and areas of original
habitat is unacceptable. Geelong has less than 5% remaining of native vegetation within its
boundaries. The wider loss of native species in our state is unacceptable.
In a process developed in the past, the COGG, together with a community committee, investigated
the requirements for public open space. The results were as follows‐
10% of parklands to be set aside in each developed area. This would include ‐

1. A small park within walking distance of all residents
2. A larger park within the suburb or development, within an easy drive
3. A much larger parkland servicing several areas
Unfortunately, this ideal did not survive, currently we have the situation where developers are able
to pay council a money replacement for open space. This is totally unsatisfactory and must be
outlawed if all areas are to be adequately provided with both natural areas, (habitat developed) and
active areas.
When inadequate places and spaces are not provided, the ones which are available become
overused and consequently have less value.
Differences of availability of environmental infrastructure in different suburbs and regions.
Councils need to have a requirement imposed which determines the size of areas for sporting and
active recreation, and the area for natural habitat which must be retained or created in each
suburban area.
Unless there is an absolute requirement to both protect and create natural areas (within a
designated site) the opportunities for both young and older citizens to enjoy, appreciate and care
for the natural environment with its richness of species will not exist.
Effectiveness of current legislation and planning provisions in securing environmental
infrastructure.
GEC believes that there should be a legislated requirement for adequate provision for protection of
environmental assets and infrastructure. The impact of the COVID‐19 pandemic has illustrated the
need for a more adequate network of environmentally important areas, accessible to all, in times
such as we have now.
Examples in small towns and coastal areas, residents have had a great choice of walking paths, view
scapes and natural areas. (eg Queenscliff and Bellarine townships). It has been noticeable that a
large portion of the population has undertaken regular exercise. Older inner or highly developed
suburbs may not have access to a range of areas, with footpath walking not being as attractive a s
pathway through a park and therefore less exercise is undertaken. There is recognised to be a
mental benefit derived from exercise in a natural area.
We urge that all councils now study the availability of accessible parkland space and take positive
actions to increase park areas. If space is not available a ‘lesser than ‘ideal block’ can be landscaped
and planted with what would have been an original EVC, and with paths and seats can provide a
welcome green space, with interesting plants and birdlife , including a cool temperature in summer.
Frequently councils have access to small areas of council owned land which can be developed.
GEC/FOBF recommend that all councils develop a policy of providing green, treed suburbs and towns
for the purpose of making summer temperatures cooler and therefore a healthier lifestyle for the
residents. It is proven that a treed area will be up to 10 degrees cooler than an area with little or no
tree cover. For example, Geelong has a policy of attaining 45% canopy cover by 2045 (FOBF
recommends this should be earlier)
Means to achieve secure environmental infrastructure in parks, gardens and open space
Rivers and creek beds can provide corridors through suburban areas which when suitably planted
with indigenous plantings can provide some of the most attractive and satisfying natural areas.

An example of a lost opportunity ‐ Areas of magnificent red gum adjacent to the Moorabool River
have been encroached upon by urban development. This was in spite of much environmental
opposition and requests to include the subject land in the riverside parkland. Pressure by
developers appears to be able to influence councils for environmental reserve boundaries to give
maximum benefit to the developer. This is a widespread problem.
Unfortunately, small areas of scarce native vegetation if not containing ‘listed’ species are usually
lost if a developer has a proposal. A recent example is of an area of original grassland vegetation in
Mount Duneed Reserve, currently zoned Rural Farming. A developer has received permission
through a Panel Hearing for a residential ‘recovery facility’ on the site. This is an example of ‘loss by
a thousand cuts’
Costs of managing parklands must be considered a legitimate council cost.
Establishment of parklands in new suburban areas should be financed by the developer’s company
in addition to the allocation of at least 10% of the land area. These costs could include an
environmental assessment, provision of appropriate plant species, landscape works (paths, seats
etc). The increase in parkland and its development will be compensated to the developer by an
increased value of the blocks.

Water
Water to maintain increased areas of revegetated parklands and natural areas should be factored
into the local stormwater treatment and disposal plan. Stormwater is an asset which can be ponded
and reused for maintenance of parks and gardens. Geelong has a mixture of stormwater solutions ,
with some retention lakes and ponds. Unfortunately a recently built 3 million dollar pipeline was
constructed to direct stormwater to Corio Bay.

Conclusion
GEC/FOBF looks forward to a state‐wide increase in protection of remnant vegetation, with
increased parklands in urban areas and the use of indigenous vegetation wherever possible.
Councils must recognise that the community is a valuable resource in parkland establishment and
maintenance, with ideas and a willingness to contribute to working days.
We urge councils to support landholders to make full use of their own land with a recommendation
(from Burnley College) for every householder to plant at least one tree. Suggestions have been made
to COGG to encourage nature strip plantings with local wildflowers.
A commitment by council and governments is required to enable an increase in urban ‘green
spaces’ by increasing parklands both in size and number, and which are accessible to all levels in
the community.
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